Effect of Pruning Intensities on the Performance of Fruit Plants under Mid-Hill Condition of Eastern Himalayas: Case Study on Guava
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ABSTRACT. Current study was undertaken to highlight the effect of pruning on improving vigor of old orchards and increasing performance in terms of fruit yield and quality under water and nutrient stressed condition of mid hills of Eastern Himalaya. Guava was taken for the case study and all the physical and chemical properties of the fruits and other attributes of plant were evaluated using standard methods under three pruning intensities (light, moderate and severe) and no pruning. The emergence of bud was earliest in severe pruning, number of buds per shoot was highest with light pruning and cumulative lengths of new shoots were found to be highest in severe pruning. Fruit yield, size and weight were found to increase with pruning intensities and lowest in case of no pruning. Regarding chemical properties, total soluble solids and total sugar found to increase with enhanced pruning severity and least in case of no pruning. Acidity was found to be highest with no pruning and decrease with increase in pruning intensities. Overall pruning found to have rejuvenating impact on aged trees due to better light interception leading to better photosynthetic rate, better nutrient and water supply with reduced canopy and better quality yields.

1. INTRODUCTION

The research suggested that for a shoot tip to be active, it must be able to export auxin into the main stem [1]. It cannot be established if substantial amounts of auxin already exist in the main stem. The mechanism leads to competition among the shoot tips both above and below influencing each other’s growth. This allows the strongest branches to grow most vigorously and dominate other mostly because it was there first, rather than because of its position at the apex of the plant. The main growing shoot of a plant can inhibit the growth of the shoots below and thus timely pruning encourage growth of branches. Pruning is a horticultural and silvicultural practice involving the selective removal of parts of plants, such as branches, buds, or roots. Especially for horticultural fruit trees, the major reason behind pruning include improving plant health, reducing risk from falling branches, lowering canopy of high density planting and increasing the yield or quality of fruits. Pruning before the growth stage of plant reduce the number of leaves produced in coming year which result in less requirement of nutrients and water. The strong root system below provides sufficient nutrients for rapid growth of above parts especially those parts that were severely pruned. In general pruning rejuvenates the plants and increases its performance under reduced nutrition and water. As cultural practice it removes weak and diseased part of plant and also increases landscaping of the orchard. Flowers and fruits of the pruned plants show comparatively less drop [2]. Gorakh Singh (2001) [3] indicated that canopy management is vital to control tree growth patterns, tree shape and maintaining high fruit production of desired size and quality. Pruning levels under high density planting is vital for building strong frame work of the trees in early years and for maintaining vigor, yield, productivity and quality of fruits in later years. Pruning intensities found to have positive correlation with fruit diameter in pomegranate [4]. In mango, the number of fruited panicles was found to be more in moderately pruned trees compared to non-pruned one [5]. In some experiment it was found that size of fruits improved with pruning intensities [6]. They also observed
that the pruning affects the fruit quality (TSS, acidity etc). Pruning intensity also affects the fruit weight under high density planting [7]. Although a high number of fruit buds per plant is desirable to achieve higher yield per unit area, the competition for assimilates among fruits can reduce whole canopy leaf area, which leads to a lower fruit quality [8]. Thus pruning and its intensity is very crucial for proper orchard management and performance of fruit trees.

Keeping above facts under consideration, the study was undertaken to evaluate the effect of pruning intensities on the performance of old Guava orchard under water stressed mid-hill condition of Arunachal Pradesh. Guava (Psidium guajava L.) is regarded as ‘poor man’s fruit’ and ‘Apple of tropics’, belongs to family Myrtaceae and is most widely cultivated fruits in tropical and subtropical climate. It is known for its comparatively higher productivity, hardiness, adaptability and nutritive value. Guava responds well to pruning as it bears on current season’s growth and flowers appear in the axils of new leaves [9]. Among the various cultural practices in guava cultivation, pruning was found to have maximum influence on the vigor, productivity and quality of fruits [10]. High density planting shows significant decline in yield and quality after 8-9 years of fruiting owing to intermingling of branches, poor light interception, poor photosynthetic rate, high relative humidity and pest and disease incidence [11,7].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Site
The research was done in ICAR Research Farm Gori, Basar, which is located at 27°58.590’ N latitude and 94°41.120’ E longitude at an altitude of 660 m msl. The experiment was carried out in 10-12 years old Guava Orchard during 2011-2013.

Experimental Design and Procedures
The experiment was done on guava plants grown at spacing of 2.5 X 2.5 m spacing under high density planting system. The experiment was laid out in factorial RBD with 4 treatments replicated twice with three trees per replication. Observations recorded were fruit diameter, average weight, yield and quality. Tree under investigation were subjected to the following pruning treatments according to [12]: Light, Moderate and Severe.

Fruit Physical Properties
Fruits were samples separately from each tree at full maturity. Weights of five randomly selected fruits from five randomly selected trees of each treatment were taken. Fruit diameter was calculated using vernier calipers.

Fruit Chemical Properties
The Total Soluble Solids (TSS) was determined with the help of Bausch and Lomb Refractometer in terms of degree Brix and values were corrected at 20°C [13]. Total sugar contents were determined using methods suggested by Ranganna, 1986 [13]. Ascorbic acid was determined using 2, 6- dichlorophenol indophenols solutions and oxalic acid as a substrate and expressed as mg/100gm. Acidity was calculated using standard counter-active reagent, e.g. an alkali (NaOH).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pruning intensity found to have significant influence on the number of days taken to first vegetative bud appearance with early bud appears in sever pruning (3.98 days) followed by moderate (4.44 days) and light (5.01 days). The result was found to be in accordance with the findings of pervious researchers [14,15]. This may be attributed to relatively more nutrient available to vegetative bud [16] and also may be due to more light interception that induces early sprouting of vegetative buds. Also it was observed that all the pruning treatments result in early vegetative buds compared to no pruning. This may be due to removal of apical dominance, release of buds from correlative inhibition and efficient transfer system [17].
Table 1. Variation of plant physical and yield attributes with pruning intensities. The value within the column with same subscript are not significant while with different value vary significantly at p<0.05. Statistical analysis was done with ANOVA followed by DMRT at 95% CI using SPSS software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>1st bud appearance (Days)</th>
<th>Number of Shoots per pruned shoots</th>
<th>Cumulative length (cm)</th>
<th>Fruit Diameter (cm)</th>
<th>Fruit Weight (gram)</th>
<th>Yield Kg/tree</th>
<th>Yield Kg/ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Pruning</td>
<td>5.45&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.10&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>20.33&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.89&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>221.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.98&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.01&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>5.01&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.81&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25.12&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.15&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>245.6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.70&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13.98&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>4.44&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.86&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>27.11&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.45&lt;sup&gt;bc&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>298.1&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.60&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>15.31&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>3.98&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.10&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>32.81&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.15&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>300.2&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>11.66&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>18.16&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>26.34</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>266.30</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>14.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE±</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Variation of plant chemical properties with pruning intensities. The value within the column with same subscript are not significant while with different value vary significantly at p<0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>TSS (%Brix)</th>
<th>Total Sugar (%)</th>
<th>Acidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Pruning</td>
<td>8.43&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.56&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.241&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>9.08&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.73&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.211&lt;sup&gt;bc&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>9.82&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.81&lt;sup&gt;bc&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.201&lt;sup&gt;bc&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>10.1&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.12&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.197&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE±</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the treatments it was observed that maximum shoots per pruned shoot was recorded in case of light pruning (7.10) followed by moderate (5.86) and severe (4.81) as shown in Table 1. This indicate that severely pruned shoot have fewer number of shoots per pruned shoot, which agree with the earlier findings [18]. This might be due to less number of vegetative buds in severely pruned shoot. While the new shoots per shoot was lowest in shoots without pruning (Table 1).

Cumulative lengths of new shoots in case of all pruning intensities were found to be significantly greater than those without pruning. Highest cumulative length of new shoots was observed in case of severe pruning (32.81 cm) followed by moderate (27.11 cm) and light (25.12 cm) as depicted in Table 1. The finding is in agreement with previous finding with pomegranate [19] and with apple [18]. Also, Shaban & Haseeb (2009) [20] also observed that length of new shoots of guava was found to be highest in severely pruned shoots. This may be attributed to relatively less numbers of shoots and availability of more nutrients per shoots under identical condition.

Pruning found to have significant impact on increase in the fruit diameter, average fruit weight and fruit yield compared to no pruning (Table 1). The result indicate that the fruit diameter at the time of harvest was maximum with severe pruning (7.15 cm) which was significantly higher (p<0.05) to that of moderate pruning (6.45 cm) and light pruning (6.15 cm). The observation agrees with previous findings in ber and pomegranate [16,4]. Also average fruit weight was observed in case of severe pruning (300.2 g) followed by moderate (298.1 g) and light (245.6 g). The fruit weights in all pruning treatment were found to be higher than that without pruning (Table 1.). The maximum fruit weight was observed earlier by Shaikh & Hulmani (1993) [21] in guava, Bhanu Pratap et al (2009) [6] in mango and Syamal & Rajput (1989) [16] in ber. This may be due to more nutrient supply to less number of fruits in case of severe pruning [22].

During the experiment the fruit yield was found to be highest in case of severe pruning (11.66 kg tree<sup>-1</sup>; 18.16 t ha<sup>-1</sup>) followed by light pruning (9.60 kg tree<sup>-1</sup>; 15.31 t ha<sup>-1</sup>) and moderate (8.70 kg
The yields were found to be higher in all cases over that of no pruning (5.98 kg tree\(^{-1}\); 9.01 t ha\(^{-1}\)) as depicted in Table 1. Earlier study on guava also found higher fruit yield per tree in case of severe pruning [23].

Regarding the chemical properties, TSS was highest with severe pruning (10.1 °Brix) followed by moderate (9.82 °Brix) and light (9.08 °Brix) shown in Table 2. The TSS values in all pruning treatments were higher than that with no pruning (7.89%). While during the experiment the acidity was found to be highest in that with no pruning (0.241%). The acidity shows following order no pruning>light pruning>moderate pruning>severe pruning. Severe pruning increased TSS and reducing sugar in fruits. The increase in TSS and total sugar content was observed with increasing pruning intensities in litchi and peach [24,25]. Improved soluble solid content and sugar was found to be correlated with increase light intensity [26]. The increased rate of photosynthesis due to more light penetration into interior tree canopy increased the soluble solids in fruits of pruned trees. The decrease in acidity was in accordance with the earlier findings [27,28]. This may be attributed to deposition of higher quantum of acid that is synthesized in leaves in fruits during the development [29].

The yield of fruit plants especially guava improves with pruning [30]. Beside all these benefits of pruning, pruning was also found to have reduction of total canopy water loss (transpiration) and consequently improve water status [31]. Summarizing the results, the light becomes a limiting factor in crowded groves and pruning improves light access. It facilitates supply of adequate nutrients to reduced plant parts for their proper growth and development. Thus, Pruning with appropriate intensity, not only regulate the canopy size but also leads to better fruit quality and yield through better exposure of branches and fruits [32]. Also, pruning requirement is variety and crop specific in fruit plants that depends on growth behavior [33], so standardization of pruning is essential on location specific manner for harnessing potential yield and quality under give environmental conditions. The current study reiterated the importance of pruning especially in water and nutrient stressed hill conditions with the case study on guava.
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